
FUNDACJA KAWIARNI NAJCHĘTNIEJ –  
MOST KEENLY COFFEESHOP FOUNDATION 
 

We are a young (born on 19th January of 2022) foundation that flourished from 
the love of culture and art, inclusive education and coffee and was created by 
Janek Podniesiński PhD.  
 

CULTURE, EDUCATION AND INCLUSION:  
 

We sell beautiful coffee roasts and use the funds to organize cultural and artistic events, publish 
books or buy art supplies and books for underprivileged people: 

 We cooperated with the independent bookshop “Do Dzieła” in Łódź to buy the most wanted 
books for primary school children in the village of Chodcza; 

 We are buying art supplies for aspiring painter and organizing art lessons for him through the 
“Najchętniej Drobiazg” - “Most Keenly a Trifle” project.  

 We support the summer art and education  Festiwal “Visions” in a little village of Wierzbica, 
where young artists can meet with more seasoned ones as well as local creators to learn but 
also to show their work to the broader audience (If you buy coffee with the label “Najchętniej 9. 
Festiwal Wizji w Wierzbicy” entire profit goes for this project) 

 We also had a coffee line to support Ukraine (Most Keenly – Free Ukraine). Advised by our 
Ukrainian Guests, whom we hosted as refugees, we now add Ukrainian chocolate Roshen to 
each order, as it is a brand owned by Petro Poroshenko(Петро Олексійович Порошенко) who 
funds much Ukrainian resistance.  

Our staff and advisors use their expertise and knowledge gained at the Universities and experience 
from years spent working with nonprofit organizations concerning social inclusion to tailor the best 
programs for the Foundation. 
 

COFFEE 
 We cautiously choose the best coffee grains (all our coffees are a speciality level, 80 and more points 
on the SCA scale) from ecologically and socially aware plantations with certification of fair trade and 
ecological awareness (such as the all-female Peruvian collective of Cooperativa Ecologica de Mujeres 
Cafetaleras Villa Rica: http://cemcavir.com/).  
 
Our Roast-Master Janusz then beautifully roasts the grains to the level that would best show the 
intricacies of specific taste. We grind the grains or burn them differently depending on our client’s 
wishes – for Moka pot, coffee machine or French press.  

We slightly adjust our coffee offer monthly in three colourful lines: Most Keenly Thinking, Most 
Keenly Creating and Most Keenly Dreaming. You can pick a favourite or try something new each 
month!  
 



* For more underprivileged coffee lovers, we created an official everlasting promo code that you can 
find on our website. Maybe our projects would get a little less support from those purchases, but one 
happy coffee lover is worth it! 
 

PS. Yes, we have our personal favourites – For example, Janek’s is Yellow Bourbon. He drank it from a 
well-sized coffee pot when he created the Foundation. 
 

ECOLOGY 
 

Most Keenly, we do Love our Planet – so we are as ecologically aware as possible: 
 

 We use fully biodegradable packaging that can safely be thrown in mixed bins (in a lab 
environment, it takes them 66 days to fully dissolve in compost).  

 We do not glue on our labels – the glues tend to interfere with the biodegradation process, and 
most likely, you would lose the label. Instead, we print the label on thick paper that you can store 
(to remember your favourite coffee) and use as a bookmark or as a tiny note-card.  

 We use natural rubber bands instead of glue – so you can reuse them in your home. The rubber 
band is bought from a truly ecological caoutchouc plantation, making it a little bit more expensive 
but also more healthy for our beloved planet. 
(Ask for eco-details of our packaging: mlask@kawiarnianajchetniej.pl) 

 For all our documents and many materials, we use eco-font, which lowers ink usage 
(see: https://www.ecofont.com/) 

 We try to lower our carbon impact by using as much public transportation as possible (For 
Warsaw, see the option ‘Syrenka Logistics’). We also choose ecologically aware transportation 
providers for long-distance orders. 

OUR TEAM 
 

Janek Podniesiński: foundator 

He uses his knowledge earned while doing PhD in 
theatre history and organization at the Warsaw 
University to wisely and effectively lead the 
Foundation and create engaging, socially - impactful 
projects. Personally, he is a coffee, football and Italy 
lover and has great expertise in pizzas tastes.  

Janusz Podniesiński: coffee provider, coffee roasting 
and coffee advice.  

He owns a tiny coffeeshop and roastery in Warsaw - 
visit Kawiarnia i Palarnia Kawy 3P ul. Tarchomińska 11 
in Warsaw for a personalized coffee experience and 
delicious vegan cakes! 

Privately Janek’s beloved father is officially the wisest 
and most conscientious businessman we know. He is 
a master coffee roaster that wholeheartedly loves 
baking cakes and serving to the client’s taste.  

Aleksandra Stelmach: art, film and theatre advice 

Translator and editor, she works with many film 
artists, publishers and theatre companies to bring 
international art to Poland. She is also our voice of 
reason and energy – booster.  

Zuzanna Wiśnicka – Tomalak: educational advice, 
inclusion–focused projects 

Years of experience in educational design, creating 
workshops for all ages and abilities, and a university 
degree in Cultural Anthropology and Liberal Arts help 
her provide truly inclusive educational experiences. 
She strives for each participant to develop according 
to their personal needs and abilities in an atmosphere 
full of kindness and safety. She is now finishing her 
Group Training and Coaching Diploma at the 
University of Social Sciences and Humanities. She 
plans to start her educational projects in our 
Foundation soon! 
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